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H2OFF ® TF
RAIN REPELLENT & SURFACE PROTECTANT
Lock in the shine, protect against the weather with this easy-to-use, spray on and rinse off formula. Specially formulated for
use in touch-less washes or unlimited wash clubs. Creates a durable barrier but does not "cure" so fear of over application or
bonding dirt onto partially cleaned surfaces is not the case. Bonds to chrome, glass and paint repels: rain, salt, soils and other
contaminants that can be harmful to vehicle surfaces. Can be applied by hand or automatically near the end of the car wash.

ADVANTAGES
* Easy to use; spray on and rinse off.
* Bonds durably but not completely and is not prone to build up from over application.
* Repels water improving visibility when driving in rain, ice and bugs come off easier.
* Protects surfaces from salt and helps reduce the effect of UV rays.
* Enhances surface gloss.
* Produces light purple, grape scented foam for customer appeal and application awareness.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Online Application:
Surface should be rinsed well before applying; apply through a low pressure foaming spray arch onto the entire vehicle surface and rinse off.
Best performance is achieved when this product is applied before drying agents and standard sealants. Longevity greatly depends on dilution strength.
Total Body Protection: Dilute 1:90-120
Premium Sealant: Dilute 1:240
______________________________________
Manual Application:
Wash and rinse the vehicle first. While surfaces are still wet from the rinse water; spray or foam onto the entire vehicle with a solution using 20-45 mL of
H2OFF® TF per gallon of water. Rinse off well and towel or blow dry. Do not allow to dry on surfaces before rinsing. Do not use more than 45 mL of
H2OFF® TF per gallon of water.

PROPERTIES
Physical Form

Liquid

Foam Profile

Moderate

Color

Dark Purple

Specific Gravity

0.97
8.1

Odor

Grape

Pounds per. Gallon

Solubility in Water

Complete

pH of Concentrate

5.5-6.5

Reclaim Compatible

Yes

V.O.C. % / Wt.

<5

Cautions:

Causes eye damage. Skin Irritant.
Stock Number: QW-0503
Container Size: 5,15,30,55 (Gal.)
Technical Date: 06/23/17

